Blog Shortcode

Note:

1. You can use these shortcodes anywhere on site in text, code or any other text modules.

2. It is recommended to use default values given in 'shortcodes' for better results.

Screenshot

3. You need add ' Module Class ' given for each shortcodes below under 'Text / Code' Module -> Advanced Tab -> CSS ID & Classes -> CSS Class
Kindly note adding module class is mandatory or else ‘CSS’ for specific masonry will not be applied.

Masonry Shortcode V1(Featured Blog Section On Home V2):

**Shortcode**: [DTC_Blog_Masonary_V1 dtc_show_pagination="on" dtc_post_per_page="5"]

This shortcode will add ‘Masonry Version 1’ on your website ie ‘Featured Blog Section’ on ‘Newspaper Style Version’ on our Demo site.

**Module Class/Section Class**: blog-home-v2-masonry-section

**Parameters**:

1. dtc_post_per_page="5" : This will display number of post in ‘Masonry’ section and default value is ‘5’

2. dtc_show_pagination="on" : This is used to add pagination if required ie If there is > 5 posts you can keep it as “on”
Home-V3

Masonry Shortcode V2(Author Category Section On Home V3):

Shortcode :
[DTC_Blog_Masonary_V2 dtc_post_cat_slug='author' dtc_post_per_page='6'
dtc_show_pagination="on"]

This shortcode will add 'Masonry Version 2' on your website ie 'Author Category Section' on 'Magazine Style Version' on our Demo site.

Module Class/Section Class : blog-home-v3-beauty-section

Parameter:

1. dtc_post_cat_slug='author' : This will display posts used under 'Author' category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example 'Beauty' or 'Technology' will display posts from that category in your Masonary.

2. dtc_post_per_page='6' : This will display number of post in 'Masonry' section and default value is '6'

3. dtc_show_pagination="on" : This is used to add pagination if required ie If there is > 6 posts you can keep it as "on"

Demo Link : http://blogchildtheme.divithemecenter.com/home-v3/

Masonry Shortcode V3(Lifestyle Category Section On Home V3):

Shortcode :
[DTC_Blog_Masonary_V3 dtc_post_cat_slug='lifestyle' dtc_post_per_page='6'
dtc_show_pagination="on" dtc_post_title_style= 'style1']

This shortcode will add 'Masonry Version 3' on your website ie 'Lifestyle Category Section' on 'Magazine Style Version' on our Demo site.

Module Class/Section Class : blog-home-v3-second-section

Parameter:

1. dtc_post_cat_slug='beauty' : This will display posts used under 'Beauty' category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example 'Author' or 'Technology' will display posts from that category in your Masonary.
2. dtc_post_per_page='6' : This will display number of post in ' Masonary ' section and default value is '6'

3. dtc_show_pagination="on" : This is used to add pagination if required ie If there is > 6 posts you can keep it as "on"

4. dtc_post_title_style='style1' : There is 2 styles used for 'Masonry Title Style'. Here you can set 'Masonry Title ' styles 1 / style 2 as needed.


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Masonry Shortcode V4(Technology / Design Category Section On Home V3):**

**Shortcode:**

[DTC_Blog_Masonary_V4 dtc_post_cat_slug='technology' dtc_post_per_page='4'
 dtc_show_pagination="on"]

This shortcode will add ' Masonary Version 4' on your website ie 'Technology/Design Category Section ' on 'Magazine Style Version' on our Demo site.

**Module Class/Section Class** : blog-home-v3-third-section

**Parameter:**

1. dtc_post_cat_slug='design' : This will display posts used under ' Design ' category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example ' Author ' or ' Technology ' will display posts from that category in your Masonary.

2. dtc_post_per_page='4' : This will display number of post in ' Masonary ' section and default value is '4'

3. dtc_showpagination="on" : This is used to add pagination if required ie If there is > 4 posts you can keep it as "on"


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Masonry Shortcode V5( Fashion Category Section On Home V3):**

**Shortcode:**

[DTC_Blog_Masonary_V5 dtc_post_cat_slug='fashion' dtc_post_per_page='3'
 dtc_show_pagination="on" dtc_post_title_style='style1']
This shortcode will add ‘Masonry Version 5’ on your website ie ‘Fashion Category Section’ on ‘Magazine Style Version’ on our Demo site.

**Module Class/Section Class:** blog-home-v3-fifth-section

Parameter:

1. **dtc_post_cat_slug**='Fashion' : This will display posts used under ‘Fashion’ category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example ‘Author’ or ‘Technology’ will display posts from that category in your Masonary.

2. **dtc_post_per_page**='3' : This will display number of post in ‘Masonry’ section and default value is ‘3’

3. **dtc_show_pagination**="on" : This is used to add pagination if required ie If there is > 3 posts you can keep it as “on”

4. **dtc_post_title_style**='style1' : There is 2 styles used for ‘Masonry Title Style’. Here you can set ‘Masonry Title as ‘ styles 1 / style 2 ‘ as needed.


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Masonry Shortcode Slider V1(Masonry Slider Used On Home V4 At Top):**

**Shortcode:**

```
[DTC_Blog_Masonary_Slider_V1 dtc_post_cat_slug='author' dtc_post_per_page='6']
```

This shortcode will add ‘Masonry Slider V1’ on your website ie ‘Masonic Slider Used At The Top’ on ‘Freelancer Style Version’ on our Demo site.

**Module Class/Section Class :** Home-V4-Banner-Shortcode

Parameter:

1. **dtc_post_cat_slug**='Author' : This will display posts used under ‘Fashion’ category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example ‘Author’ or ‘Technology’ will display posts from that category in your Masonary.

2. **dtc_post_per_page**='6' : This will display number of post in ‘Masonicary’ section and default value is ‘6’


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Masonry Shortcode Slider V2 (Masonry Slider Used On Home V7 At Top):

Shortcode:
[DTC_Blog_Masonry_Slider_V2 dtc_post_cat_slug='lifestyle' dtc_post_per_page='8']

This shortcode will add ‘Masonry Slider V2’ on your website ie ‘Masonry Slider Used At The Top’ on ‘Business Blog Style Version’ on our Demo site.

Module Class/Section Class: Home-V7-Banner-Shortcode

Parameter:
1. dtc_post_cat_slug='lifestyle' : This will display posts used under ‘Lifestyle ‘ category section ie alternatively if you want to use posts from different category can change it accordingly. For example ‘Author ‘ or ‘ Technology ‘ will display posts from that category in your Masonary.
2. dtc_post_per_page='8' : This will display number of post in ‘Masonry ‘ section and default value is ‘8’

Demo Link : [http://blogchildtheme.divithemecenter.com/home-v7/](http://blogchildtheme.divithemecenter.com/home-v7/)

THANK YOU